2 May 2014

Dear Committee Secretary,

The Andrew & Renata Kaldor Centre for International Refugee Law welcomes the opportunity to provide a submission to the Committee’s Inquiry into the Incident at the Manus Island Detention Centre from 16 to 18 February 2014.

The Kaldor Centre is Australia’s foremost research centre on international refugee law. Based in the Faculty of Law at UNSW, it was established in 2013 with the aim of bringing a principled, evidence-based approach to the issue of refugee law and policy in Australia.

Our submission addresses paragraphs (k) and (l) of the terms of reference, namely:

- the Australian Government’s duty of care obligations and responsibilities; and
- refugee status determination processing and resettlement arrangements in Papua New Guinea.

In summary, it is our assessment that:

- the Australian Government may have breached its duty of care towards asylum seekers held in the detention centre;
- the Australian Government may have violated its international legal obligations in respect of the rights to life, liberty and security, and its obligation to ensure that no one is subjected to torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment; and
- the inadequacy of refugee status determination on Manus Island and the policy of resettlement in Papua New Guinea create real risks that international legal obligations will be violated.

If we can provide further information, please do not hesitate to contact us: kaldorcentre@unsw.edu.au.

Yours sincerely,

Professor Jane McAdam
Director

Dr Joyce Chia
Senior Research Associate
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I Overview

1. The Andrew & Renata Kaldor Centre for International Refugee Law welcomes this Inquiry into the incident at the Manus Island Detention Centre from 16 to 18 February 2014. An independent and public inquiry is essential when people are injured and killed in immigration detention. An important function of this Inquiry is to establish exactly what happened. We know that this ‘incident’, arising out of the suppression of unrest in the Centre, resulted in multiple injuries to asylum seekers and the death of Reza Barati. What this Inquiry will establish, we hope, is who was responsible for causing those injuries, and how they occurred.

2. Another important function of this Inquiry is to examine not only the legal consequences of the incident on Manus Island, but also Australia’s international responsibilities and their application to the arrangements between Australia and Papua New Guinea (PNG). In summary, we consider that there have been, and/or that there remain significant risks of, multiple breaches of Australia’s legal obligations in relation to refugee status determination (RSD) processes on Manus Island, and offshore processing more generally.

3. In relation to the incident on Manus Island, we submit that the following legal obligations may have been breached by Australia:

   - its non-delegable duty of care to ensure care is taken with respect to the safety of asylum seekers on Manus Island;
   - its obligation to respect the right to life of asylum seekers on Manus Island;
   - its obligation to respect the right to security of asylum seekers on Manus Island;
   - its obligation to respect the right to liberty of asylum seekers on Manus Island; and
   - its obligation to ensure that no one is subjected to torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.

4. A major underlying cause of the incident is the inadequacy of the RSD processes on Manus Island, which fall short of minimum international standards and Australian practice. The processes are currently so inadequate as to create a real risk of refoulement in violation of Australia and PNG’s obligations under the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees and its 1967 Protocol (the Refugee Convention), the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR). Further, the processes also create a risk of violating Australia’s obligations under the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CAT).

---


4 Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (opened for signature 4 February 1985, 1465 UNTS 85, entered into force 26 June 1987).
5. This Inquiry should also recognize that the policy of offshore processing inherently creates a significant risk of violations of Australia's international legal obligations, including *refoulement*, penalization for illegal entry, arbitrary deprivation of liberty, restrictions on freedom of movement, and torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.

6. Finally, we submit that the resettlement of refugees in PNG does not constitute a durable solution and will likely create secondary movements of refugees and breaches of human rights law.

2 Outline of submission

7. Our submission relates to paragraphs (k) and (l) of the terms of reference, namely:
   - the Australian Government’s duty of care obligations and responsibilities; and
   - refugee status determination processing and resettlement arrangements in Papua New Guinea.

8. We note that the facts relating to the incident on Manus Island themselves have yet to be clearly established, including who caused the injuries to asylum seekers and the death of Reza Barati. Our legal analysis proceeds on the assumption that the injuries and death were caused either by security guards employed by the contractors then responsible for administering the Centre (G4S), or by PNG authorities, or a combination of both. In relation to detention conditions and RSD processes on Manus Island, we rely on the reports from UNHCR and Amnesty International in 2013.5 These are summarized in the Kaldor Centre’s factsheet on offshore processing conditions, available at [http://www.kaldorcentre.unsw.edu.au](http://www.kaldorcentre.unsw.edu.au) and attached to this submission.

9. This submission is divided into three sections. First, the submission examines Australia’s domestic and international legal obligations in relation to the incident that is the subject of this Inquiry. Secondly, the submission examines Australia’s legal obligations in relation to RSD on Manus Island. Thirdly, the submission examines Australia’s legal obligations in relation to offshore processing more generally.

---

3 Incident on Manus Island

3.1 Domestic legal obligations

Summary: The Australian Government could be liable to compensate asylum seekers for the injuries sustained in the incidents, on the basis that the Australian Government breached its non-delegable duty of care to those on Manus Island. The contractors then responsible for security, G4S, are also likely to be liable in negligence for its apparent failure to provide adequate security for those held in immigration detention on Manus Island.

These claims could be pursued in Australian courts, but would be adjudicated according to PNG law. However, PNG law does incorporate the common law of negligence.

Further, G4S or the PNG authorities (depending on the facts) are probably vicariously liable for the torts of battery and assault. The individuals responsible for the violence would be directly liable for such torts, and also are likely to have committed various crimes under PNG law.

3.1.1 Negligence

10. The evidence strongly suggests that the contractor responsible for security, G4S, committed the tort of negligence by failing to provide adequate security to protect asylum seekers from harm. The tort of negligence is committed when a person (including a legal person) has a duty of care to others, breaches that duty, and damage is caused.

11. Whether a person owes a duty of care to another depends on the relationship between them. A very clear example is where a person is in the custody of another, such as in hospitals, prisons and detention centres. It is therefore beyond doubt that, as contractors responsible for the security and safety of those detained, G4S relevantly owed a duty of care to those detained. There is also no doubt that damage, in the form of injuries and the death of Reza Barati, was caused.

12. The only question, therefore, is whether G4S breached its duty of care, by failing to take reasonable care of those detained, including their physical safety. In assessing the reasonableness of the care taken, it is necessary to examine factors including: the foreseeability of the risks of unrest; the precautions taken to mitigate those risks and the possible effects of unrest, such as appropriate policies and procedures, facilities, equipment, recruitment and training of staff; the actions taken by G4S staff, and any failures to act, that may have increased the risk of injuries during the incident itself. These are matters, of course, that are the subject of this Inquiry.

13. The Australian Government could also be liable on the basis that it has a ‘non-delegable duty of care’ to those detained on Manus Island. ‘Non-delegable duties’ typically arise in situations where a person has the care, supervision or control of another person in such a way that there is a particular responsibility for their safety (for example, hospitals and patients). If a ‘non-delegable duty’ exists, then the Australian Government could not rely upon its employment of a qualified independent contractor to discharge its duty of care to the detainees. Rather, the Australian Government itself was required to ensure that care would be taken and is liable for any breach of that duty of care.
14. Importantly, the Australian Government has previously been found to have a ‘non-delegable duty of care’ in relation to immigration detainees within Australia. Indeed, in that case the Commonwealth itself conceded that fact.

15. The asylum seekers detained on Manus Island, like those detained in Australia, are held both on behalf of the Commonwealth and by the Commonwealth. In considering whether a duty of care applies in the present case, the courts are likely to consider as highly relevant the Australian Government’s direct contractual relationship with service providers at the Centre and its funding of the Centre, notwithstanding PNG’s formal responsibility for administering the Centre. At the very least, given the facts, it is likely that Australia would share legal responsibility with the PNG Government for the care of those on Manus Island.

16. Alternatively (although this is less likely), the Australian Government could be vicariously liable in respect of G4S’s negligence. The principal difficulty with this argument is that G4S is likely to be treated as an independent contractor rather than an employee for this purpose, taking all the relevant circumstances into account.

17. As well, the torts of battery and assault appear likely to have been committed by individuals. Depending on the facts, defences (self-defence, defence of others, and necessity) may apply. However, these defences require some degree of proportionality in the extent of the force used.

18. Since these torts were likely committed by employees of G4S or the PNG Government, they were probably committed ‘in the course of employment’. This means that G4S and the PNG Government, as their employers, would be vicariously liable for such acts, since they were responsible for security in relation to the asylum seekers and the torts were committed in the course of performing security tasks.

3.1.2 Relevance of torts being committed in PNG

19. The fact that these torts were committed abroad does not affect this conclusion. That fact is relevant to the choice of law, rather than to the existence of the legal responsibility itself.

---

6 S v Secretary, Department of Immigration & Multicultural & Indigenous Affairs (2005) 143 FCR 217, [199].
8 For example, the level of control over the manner of work, the identification of the contractor as a representative, the financial relationship, and the role of deterrence, and the ownership of assets: see, eg, Hollis v Vabu Pty Ltd (2001) 207 CLR 21.
9 The tort of battery is committed by directly and intentionally or negligently ‘bringing about a harmful or offensive contact with the person of another’, while the tort of assault is committed by intentionally or probably negligently ‘creating in another person an apprehension of imminent harmful or offensive contact: Harold Luntz et al, Torts: Cases and Commentary (Lexis Nexis, 7th ed, 2012) 621.
11 Ibid esp [53]–[54] per Gleeson CJ. There, Gleeson CJ gave the example of a security guard being liable for removing a person with unnecessary force.
20. Under Australian law, the relevant law to be applied would be the law of PNG.\textsuperscript{12} Since the law of PNG incorporates the common law relating to negligence, the key principles to be applied are likely to be similar.\textsuperscript{13}

21. Such a claim could be brought in Australia unless Australia was a ‘clearly inappropriate’ forum.\textsuperscript{14} The factors to be considered in determining this include the connection between Australia and the subject matter of the action and/or the parties, including where they live and work and where the torts were committed, and the convenience or expense of witnesses; the possible legal advantages to the plaintiff; and whether Australia would apply the law of PNG or foreign law.\textsuperscript{15} In the present case, given the connections between the action and Australian parties, it is unlikely the court would consider Australia to be a ‘clearly inappropriate’ forum.

3.1.3 Criminal responsibility of individuals involved

22. Finally, it is important to remember that the individuals involved are also likely to be criminally responsible for their acts. Various criminal offences under PNG law appear to have been committed, including negligent acts causing harm,\textsuperscript{16} assault,\textsuperscript{17} causing or intending to cause grievous bodily harm,\textsuperscript{18} and homicide\textsuperscript{19} (including attempts to kill\textsuperscript{20} and inciting to kill).\textsuperscript{21} While there are defences available in respect of these offences — including, relevantly, defences of preventing a breach of the peace,\textsuperscript{22} suppressing a riot,\textsuperscript{23} self-defence, and aiding in self-defence\textsuperscript{24} — these all require a degree of proportionality between the force used and the danger posed.\textsuperscript{25}

\textsuperscript{14} Martin Davies, Andrew S Bell and Paul Brereton, Nygh’s Conflict of Laws in Australia (LexisNexis Butterworths, 9th ed, 2013) [8.18].
\textsuperscript{15} Voth v Manildra Flour Mills Pty Ltd (1990) 171 CLR 538; Oceanic Sun Line Special Shipping Company Inc v Fay (1988) 165 CLR 197.
\textsuperscript{16} Criminal Code Act 1974 (PNG) s 327.
\textsuperscript{17} Ibid ss 244, 335, 340, 341. The different offences depend on different levels of intent and consequence. An assault is defined as any direct or indirect contact to the person of another without consent or consent obtained by threats, and includes attempts or threats of force (under the common law, known as battery): s 243.
\textsuperscript{18} Ibid ss 315, 319.
\textsuperscript{19} Ibid s 289.
\textsuperscript{20} Ibid s 304.
\textsuperscript{21} Ibid s 308.
\textsuperscript{22} Ibid s 258.
\textsuperscript{23} Ibid ss 259–263.
\textsuperscript{24} Ibid ss 269–270.
\textsuperscript{25} In relation to defences of preventing a breach of the peace or suppressing a riot, the defences protect only such force as is both necessary to effect the protected purpose, and reasonably proportioned to the danger. In relation to self-defence, if death or grievous bodily harm results, the defence is only available where the original assault reasonably caused a person to apprehend death or grievous bodily harm and reasonably believed it was necessary to use force to prevent such harm, and such force was in fact necessary or reasonably necessary for this defence or preservation.
3.2 International legal obligations

**Summary:** The Australian Government remains responsible for breaches of international law under the arrangements with PNG. These include apparent breaches of the right to life, the right to security, and the right not to be subjected to torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, in respect of the incidents on Manus Island.

### 3.2.1 International legal responsibilities

23. Under the law of State responsibility, a State cannot contract out of its international legal obligations.\(^2^6\) This includes delegating asylum processing to other States, as was emphasized recently by the Grand Chamber of the European Court of Human Rights, when it stated that Italy could not contract out of its international obligations through a bilateral agreement to transfer irregular migrants to Libya.\(^2^7\)

24. Liability for breaches of international law can be both joint and several.\(^2^8\) A State that aids or assists, directs or controls, or coerces another State to commit an internationally wrongful act is also responsible if it knows the circumstances of the wrongful act, and the act would be wrongful if that State committed it itself. Furthermore, an internationally wrongful act is attributable to a State if it is committed by a legislative, judicial or executive organ of government, or a person or entity which, although not a government organ, has nonetheless been delegated certain aspects of governmental authority (even if that person or entity exceeds the actual authority they have been given or goes against instructions).

25. Therefore, given Australia’s involvement in the transfer, management and possible processing of asylum seekers in PNG, Australia remains responsible for any violations of international law relating to their treatment under the Refugee Convention, general international law, and human rights law. At the very least, Australia would be jointly responsible with PNG for internationally wrongful acts – a view shared by UNHCR\(^2^9\) and Australia’s Parliamentary Joint Committee on Human Rights.\(^3^0\)


\(^2^9\) ‘UNHCR Monitoring Visit to Manus Island, Papua New Guinea’, above n 5, [16].

\(^3^0\) Parliamentary Joint Committee on Human Rights, ‘Migration Legislation Amendment (Regional Processing and Other Measures) Act 2012 and Related Legislation’ (9th Report of 2013, 19 June 2013) [2.56].
3.2.2 The right to life: Article 6 of the ICCPR and PNG Constitution

26. Both Australia and PNG are parties to the ICCPR. Article 6 of the ICCPR protects the right to life, which includes obligations to: prevent and punish deprivation of life by criminal acts; prevent arbitrary killing by security forces; take appropriate steps to safeguard the lives of those within their jurisdiction; and establish effective procedures for investigating deprivations of life by the State.31 These obligations apply in respect of both citizens and non-citizens.32

27. Section 35 of the PNG Constitution also protects the right to life, and requires that no person ‘shall be deprived of his life intentionally’. However, there are some relevant exceptions, similar to the defences in PNG’s criminal law outlined at para 22 above.33

28. If Reza Barati was killed by people acting on behalf of the State (whether by employees of G4S or PNG authorities), the State’s obligations would be engaged under article 6 of the ICCPR. Under international law, the State remains responsible for the acts of persons acting on governmental authority, whether or not these are State officials as such, and whether or not the acts exceeded authority or contravened instructions.34

29. In establishing a violation, the burden of proof does not rest solely on the person alleging the violation, especially where the State alone has access to the relevant information. In such cases, it is for the State to provide plausible explanations for injuries and deaths that occurred during such custody.35

30. Furthermore, States have an obligation to take appropriate steps to safeguard the lives of those within their territory and/or jurisdiction. The same facts that may suggest negligence on the part of G4S suggest that there may have been a violation of this obligation.

31. Finally, the right to life gives rise to an obligation to investigate deaths that may have occurred in breach of the ICCPR.36 In general, this obligation requires the inquiry to be:

- both institutionally and practically independent;
- capable of determining whether force was justified and identifying and punishing those responsible;
- prompt and reasonably expeditious; and
- include a sufficient degree of public scrutiny, including involving any next-of-kin.37

---

31 UN Human Rights Committee, ‘General Comment No. 6: Article 6 (The Right to Life)’ UN Doc HRI/GEN/1/Rev.9 (Vol. I) 176.
32 UN Human Rights Committee, ‘General Comment No. 15: The Position of Aliens under the Covenant’ UN Doc HRI/GEN/1/Rev.9 (Vol. I) 89 [7].
33 Relevantly, these include: ‘as the result of the use of force to such an extent as is reasonable in the circumstances of the case and is permitted by any other law’, ‘for the defence of any person from violence’, ‘in order to effect a lawful arrest or to prevent the escape of a person lawfully detained’, ‘for the purpose of suppressing a riot, an insurrection or a mutiny’ or ‘in order to prevent him from committing an offence’.
34 International Law Commission, above n 28, arts 5, 7, 9.
37 Paul and Audrey Edwards v United Kingdom (2002) 35 EHRR 19, [69]–[73].
32. While the present Inquiry assists in fulfilling this obligation, it remains necessary for the criminal investigations currently underway in both Australia and PNG to identify and punish those responsible.

3.2.3 The right to security

33. The facts also suggest that both Australia and PNG may have violated article 9 of the ICCPR, which protects the right to security of the person. This right ‘concerns freedom from injury to the body and the mind, or bodily and mental integrity’, and is guaranteed to everyone, including refugees and asylum seekers.38

34. The right is clearly violated if State officials (or those acting on behalf of the State) unjustifiably inflict bodily injury on detained people.39 The injuries sustained by the asylum seekers suggest that this right is likely to have been violated.

35. Further, States should also prevent and redress unjustifiable use of force in law enforcement, and protect their populations against abuses by private security forces.40 Therefore, it remains necessary for both Australia and the PNG to ensure that there is adequate redress for any such violation, and to implement any required changes to policies, practices and facilities in order to protect asylum seekers from further violations.

3.2.4 Torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment

36. There may also have been a violation of the prohibition against torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment (see CAT and article 7 of the ICCPR). The prohibition is complemented by article 10(1) of the ICCPR, which provides that all persons deprived of their liberty shall be treated with humanity and with respect for the inherent dignity of the human person.41

37. Torture is defined in article 1 of CAT to mean:

any act by which severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental, is intentionally inflicted on a person for such purposes as obtaining from him or a third person information or a confession, punishing him for an act he or a third person has committed or is suspected of having committed, or intimidating or coercing him or a third person, or for any reason based on discrimination of any kind, when such pain or suffering is inflicted by or at the instigation of or with the consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person acting in an official capacity. It does not include pain or suffering arising only from, inherent in or incidental to lawful sanctions.

38. The prohibition on torture in article 7 of the ICCPR does not contain the public official/sanction requirement. The prohibition on torture is also recognized as one of the most fundamental legal principles under customary international law (a peremptory or jus cogens norm) that binds all States, irrespective of whether or not they have ratified the relevant treaties.

39 Ibid [8].
40 Ibid.
41 UN Human Rights Committee, ‘General Comment No. 20: Article 7 (Prohibition of Torture, or Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment)’ Un Doc HRI/GEN/1/Rev.9 (Vol. I) 200 [2].
39. Torture is one of the most severe forms of ill-treatment. International law also prohibits cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment. International and comparative law does not tend to draw sharp distinctions between these three types of ill-treatment, and often decision-makers do not specify precisely which category the ill-treatment falls into. Typically, any distinctions that are drawn are made on the basis of the treatment’s nature, severity and purpose. Torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment can take many forms. Assessing whether treatment satisfies this definition requires considerations of all the factual circumstances, including not only the physical injuries but also mental suffering, the conditions of detention as well the context of detention by a State and the vulnerability of the asylum seeker. In this case, the conditions of detention documented by UNHCR and Amnesty International, including the mental suffering caused by the prolonged uncertainty relating to processing and resettlement, would increase the seriousness of any physical acts that resulted in injuries and death during the incident itself.

40. The obligation of the State extends beyond prohibiting such ill-treatment, but also requires Australia to take positive steps to prevent such ill-treatment. These include obligations:

- to educate and inform persons responsible for detention of the prohibition against torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment;
- to include the prohibition in any rules or instructions issued to such persons;
- to keep under systematic review arrangements for the custody and treatment of those detained with a view to preventing such treatment;
- to ensure authorities conduct a prompt and impartial investigation whenever there is reasonable ground to believe such treatment has occurred; and
- to ensure that individuals alleging such ill-treatment have the right to complain to, and have the case promptly and impartially examined by, competent authorities, including protection of the complainant and witnesses from ill-treatment or intimidation as a consequence of any evidence given.

41. In assessing a violation of these obligations, therefore, it is necessary to consider the training of security staff, their procedures, rules and instructions, and the arrangements for ensuring humane treatment of asylum seekers. As well, the current investigations into the incident need to be prompt and impartial, and protect witnesses from ill-treatment or intimidation. Finally, there needs to be clear procedures to enable asylum seekers to complain of such ill-treatment and obtain an effective remedy.

3.2.5 Right to an effective remedy and reparation

42. Australia is also required to provide an ‘effective remedy’ to vindicate rights under the ICCPR, as well as reparation for any violations of rights under the ICCPR. The right to an effective remedy includes access to judicial or administrative processes to vindicate

42 Ibid [4].
43 Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, above n 4, arts 10–13, 16; UN Human Rights Committee, ‘General Comment No. 20’, above n 41, [10]–[14].
44 Art 2(3).
rights, as well as administrative mechanisms to ensure prompt, thorough and effective investigations of alleged violations by independent and impartial bodies.\textsuperscript{45}

43. The right to an effective remedy also includes a general obligation to provide reparation to victims of violations. Reparation can involve restitution, rehabilitation or measures of satisfaction such as public apologies and changes in relevant laws and practices, and also generally requires appropriate compensation.\textsuperscript{46} Further, the right encompasses a duty to prevent recurrences of violations, which may require measures such as changes to a State’s laws or practices.\textsuperscript{47}

44. Remedies that may be required in relation to the incident on Manus Island, therefore, are likely to include compensation for those injured, changes to procedures and practices, public acknowledgment of violations, and the institution of an effective complaints mechanism for those on Manus Island.

4 Refugee status determination (RSD) process

4.1 Concerns about the RSD process

\begin{quote}
\textbf{Summary:} The processes on Manus Island for determining refugee status fall far short of acceptable international standards of procedural fairness. If one compares the current cohort of asylum seekers on Manus Island (based on country of origin) with a similar cohort in Australia, refugee recognition rates in Australia would suggest that, under a fair RSD process, most asylum seekers on Manus Island should be recognized as refugees.
\end{quote}

45. It is highly probable that an underlying cause of the incidents on Manus Island was the inadequacy of the RSD process in PNG. Both Amnesty International and UNHCR in their reports of 2013 strongly suggest that the lack of information available about the RSD process, significant delays in processing, and the failure to communicate timeframes were contributing causes to the uncertainty and consequential mental harm to asylum seekers on Manus Island.\textsuperscript{48}

46. In its 2013 report, UNHCR concluded that the RSD process on Manus Island ‘did not provide a fair, efficient and expeditious system for assessing refugee claims’.\textsuperscript{49} In particular, UNHCR raised concerns relating to the legal framework for RSD in PNG, the capacity and capability of responsible officials, the failure of officials to hand down any decisions on refugee status since offshore processing recommenced on Manus Island, the failure to implement and communicate timeframes to asylum seekers, the absence of legal assistance and specific procedures for particularly vulnerable groups. We share these concerns.

\textsuperscript{45}UN Human Rights Committee, ‘General Comment No. 31: Nature of the General Legal Obligation Imposed on States Parties to the Covenant’, above n 26, [15].
\textsuperscript{46}Ibid [16].
\textsuperscript{47}Ibid.
\textsuperscript{48}Amnesty International, above n 5; ‘UNHCR Monitoring Visit to Manus Island, Papua New Guinea’, above n 5.
\textsuperscript{49}‘UNHCR Monitoring Visit to Manus Island, Papua New Guinea’, above n 5, 1.
47. Given the diversity of legal systems, the Refugee Convention itself does not prescribe how RSD should be conducted. However, States (including Australia) have recommended that certain minimum standards be met, as set out in Conclusions of the Executive Committee of UNHCR. In addition, UNHCR has issued Procedural Standards for RSD conducted by UNHCR, the Conclusions of experts on the Global Consultations hosted by UNHCR, and guidance on building quality asylum systems. Finally, under international human rights law, the right to an effective remedy requires States to provide certain procedural safeguards to ensure that they do not expose individuals to refoulement. These standards are discussed in the paragraphs below.

48. Since, in the current context, the RSD procedures in PNG are intended to replace Australian RSD procedures, they should be assessed in that light. This submission therefore examines the quality of RSD processes beyond minimum standards. Australia has a sophisticated RSD system in place, including independent merits and judicial review, and asylum seekers should not be exposed to a less robust or fair system because they are transferred to another State. It is also useful to consider comparative international practice, particularly the minimum standards mandated for European Union countries.

4.1.1 Principles

49. As UNHCR has stated:

Fair and efficient procedures are an essential element in the full and inclusive application of the Convention. They enable a State to identify those who should

---

51 See, eg, Executive Committee of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, ‘Determination of Refugee Status’ (EXCOM Conclusions No. 8 (XXVIII), 12 October 1977); Executive Committee of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, ‘Conclusion on the Provision on International Protection Including Through Complementary Forms of Protection’ (EXCOM Conclusions No. 103 (LVI), 7 October 2005); Executive Committee of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, ‘Conclusion on Local Integration’ (EXCOM Conclusions No. 104 (LVI), 7 October 2005); Executive Committee of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, ‘Conclusion on Refugees with Disabilities and Other Persons with Disabilities Protected and Assisted by UNHCR’ (EXCOM Conclusions No. 110 (LXI), 12 October 2010).
55 For the content of such safeguards, see further Parliamentary Joint Committee on Human Rights, ‘Examination of Legislation in Accordance with the Human Rights (Parliamentary Scrutiny) Act 2011: Bills Introduced 9 – 12 December 2013; Legislative Instruments Received 23 November 2013 – 31 January 2014’ (Second Report of the 44th Parliament, February 2014) [1.89]–[1.199].

benefit from international protection under the Convention, and those who should not.57

50. Fair procedures should be based on the following principles of procedural fairness:

- The right to be informed about the procedure;58
- The right to a reasonable opportunity to prepare your case;59
- The right to be heard;
- The right to an unbiased decision-maker;
- The right to know the case against you, answer it, and for your answer to be considered a decision is made;
- The right to have the decision made by the person who heard the evidence.60

51. Other core elements that are of special relevance to asylum seekers include:

- Officials should have clear instructions on handling claims, be required to observe the principle of non-refoulement (discussed below) and refer cases to a higher authority;61
- The primary decision should be made by a clearly identified and (wherever possible) single central authority;62
- Asylum seekers should have access to UNHCR representatives;63
- Asylum seekers should have access to interpreters;64
- Asylum seekers should have access to advice and assistance from organizations providing advice or counselling;
- There should be procedures to identify and assist vulnerable asylum seekers;66

57 ‘Global Consultations on International Protection/Third Track: Asylum Processes (Fair and Efficient Asylum Procedures)’, above n 53, [5]. Ibid.
58 The applicant ‘should receive the necessary guidance as to the procedure to be followed’: Executive Committee of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, ‘Determination of Refugee Status’, above n 51.
59 Ibid.
60 United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, ‘Building In Quality’, above n 54, 12.
62 Ibid.
63 See, eg, ibid; Executive Committee of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, ‘Detention of Refugees and Asylum-Seekers’ (EXCOM Conclusions No. 44 (XXXVII), 13 October 1986); Executive Committee of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, ‘Military or Armed Attacks on Refugee Camps and Settlements’ (EXCOM Conclusions No. 48 (XXXVIII), 12 October 1987); Executive Committee of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, ‘Internally Displaced Persons’ (EXCOM Conclusions No. 75 (XLV), 7 October 1994); Executive Committee of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, ‘Safeguarding Asylum’ (EXCOM Conclusions No. 82 (XLVIII), 17 October 1997).
• Processing should take place on a non-discriminatory basis that is fair and transparent;\textsuperscript{67}
• Processing should be conducted 'in the most timely and efficient manner possible';\textsuperscript{68}
• RSD decision-makers should be appropriately qualified, trained and supervised;\textsuperscript{69}
• Asylum seekers should be individually interviewed;\textsuperscript{70}
• Recognised refugees should be informed of their status and given documentation of that fact;\textsuperscript{71}
• There should be an opportunity for independent review;\textsuperscript{72}
• While awaiting an initial decision or an appeal, the asylum seeker should be allowed to remain in the territory;\textsuperscript{73} and
• There should be consistency in the treatment of applications.\textsuperscript{74}

4.1.2 Non-refoulement and the right to an effective remedy

52. Australia has obligations under the Refugee Convention, CAT, and the ICCPR not to return people to countries where they face a risk of persecution or other forms of serious harm, including arbitrary deprivation of life, torture, or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. These obligations require Australia not to send a person (a) directly to a country where they are at risk of such harm, or (b) indirectly, by sending them to a third country that might then send them to such a place (known as 'chain refoulement'). At a minimum, this means that any third country must have adequate RSD procedures in place to ensure that people with a protection need are accurately identified.\textsuperscript{75}


\textsuperscript{68} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{71} Executive Committee of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, ‘Determination of Refugee Status’, above n 51.


\textsuperscript{73} Executive Committee of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, ‘Determination of Refugee Status’, above n 51.

\textsuperscript{74} United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, ‘Procedural Standards for Refugee Status Determination under UNHCR’s Mandate’, above n 52, 1–2. Ibid.

\textsuperscript{75} For a recent example, see AC v Spain, European Court of Human Rights, app no. 6528/11 (22 April 2014). In this case, it was held that Spain had violated the right to an effective remedy in circumstances where claims for international protection and for judicial review did not prevent removal to Morocco, and the proceedings to stay deportation were subject to expedited procedures.
53. As discussed above (see 3.2.5), the right to an effective remedy under article 2 of the ICCPR means that procedural and substantive safeguards are required to ensure that the principle of non-refoulement is respected. Principally, the remedy must involve an independent, effective, impartial and substantive review of a removal or expulsion decision. The review must be in the form of a guarantee and have automatic suspensive effect, and must be accompanied by procedural safeguards (such as sufficient time to appeal, and access to legal representation and interpreters). Priority should be placed on judicial remedies rather than decisions made solely by political and subordinate administrative organs.  

4.1.3 Lack of a legal framework

54. The most fundamental problem with the current RSD process in PNG is that there is no ‘procedural or substantive guidance’ as to how decision-makers should determine whether a person is a refugee. The criteria for determining refugee status have not yet been codified in legislation, and at the time of UNHCR’s visit to Manus Island in October 2013, not even procedural guidelines had been finalized.

55. The absence of a legal framework makes it very difficult to assess the quality and accuracy of RSD, and to challenge any determinations wrongfully made. It also breaches the requirements of procedural fairness, including the minimum standard that an asylum seeker should have ‘clear guidance’ on the procedure. An asylum seeker is entitled to know what the RSD process involves prior to taking part in it, so they have a reasonable opportunity to prepare.

56. The absence of a legal framework in PNG stands in stark contrast to the position in industrialized countries, including Australia, where there is extensive legislation and jurisprudence governing RSD.

4.1.4 Right to be informed about the process

57. The uncertainty about the RSD process in PNG has resulted in wholly inadequate communication to asylum seekers. Indeed, this was the most serious and frequent complaint recorded by Amnesty International and appears to have been a possible trigger for the February 2014 incidents. As UNHCR stated:

It is an essential procedural safeguard that asylum-seekers should be informed of the RSD processes at the earliest possible stage and be kept well-informed throughout the procedure. In particular, asylum-seekers have the right to be informed orally and in writing, in a language which they understand, of the processes and procedures to be followed, of their rights and obligations during the procedure and to consult in an effective manner with a legal adviser. The communication of these rights is essential

76 See the discussion generally in Parliamentary Joint Committee on Human Rights, ‘Examination of Legislation in Accordance with the Human Rights (Parliamentary Scrutiny) Act 2011: Bills Introduced 9 – 12 December 2013’, above n 55, [1.189]–[1.194].
77 ‘UNHCR Monitoring Visit to Manus Island, Papua New Guinea’, above n 5, [20].
80 Amnesty International, above n 5, 8.
in order for asylum-seekers to be able to exercise their rights, as rights are rendered
ineffective if an asylum-seeker is unable to act on them due to a failure of being
informed of what those rights are.\textsuperscript{81}

58. UNHCR reported that in October 2013, there were not even basic information sheets
available to asylum seekers about the RSD process.\textsuperscript{82}

4.1.5 Reasonable opportunity to prepare case

59. The absence of information means that asylum seekers do not have a reasonable
opportunity to prepare their case. This is compounded on Manus Island by the lack of
access to legal advice and representation or other facilities to assist with the process.
Although Australia has a contract with an Australian firm of immigration lawyers and
migration agents (Playfair) to assist asylum seekers on Manus Island to compile
evidence to support their protection claim, the contract does not allow them to provide for
legal advice or advocacy.\textsuperscript{83} The only access to legal counsel would be if those on Manus
Island could afford to hire private lawyers qualified to practise in PNG.\textsuperscript{84} In reality, it is
very unlikely that this will occur – not only because of a lack of resources, but also
because there is very limited refugee law experience among legal practitioners in PNG
(and limited capacity in any case) in PNG.\textsuperscript{85}

60. Comparative State practice indicates that access to legal advice is a key part of fair RSD
procedures.\textsuperscript{86} Given the complexity of refugee law, access to legal advice is a core part
of a quality RSD system.

61. Although access to legal advice in Australia itself is increasingly restricted, there are at
least still some organizations providing free legal advice to refugees. In contrast, the pool
of qualified PNG lawyers in this specialist area of practice is extremely small, and unlike
Australia, there is no tradition of pro bono legal services there.

62. Further, it appears that PNG cannot provide interpreters for some of the smaller ethno-
linguistic groups on Manus Island, making it impossible for these asylum seekers to
participate effectively in any RSD process.\textsuperscript{87}

4.1.6 Capacity and capability

63. RSD is a complex fact-finding exercise, which requires training, expertise and
judgement. Decision-makers need to be able to identify and assess relevant country
information, be familiar with the use of interpreters, and be able to reason logically and
apply the appropriate procedural and substantive principles.

\textsuperscript{81} ‘UNHCR Monitoring Visit to Manus Island, Papua New Guinea’, above n 5, [48].
\textsuperscript{82} Ibid [46].
\textsuperscript{83} Amnesty International, above n 5, 63.
\textsuperscript{84} Ibid 64.
\textsuperscript{85} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{86} ‘Global Consultations on International Protection/Third Track: Asylum Processes (Fair and Efficient
June 2013 on Common Procedures for Granting and Withdrawing International Protection (recast)’,
above n 47.
\textsuperscript{87} ‘UNHCR Monitoring Visit to Manus Island, Papua New Guinea’, above n 5, [97].
64. This exercise is even more difficult given the circumstances in PNG, where asylum seekers are not assisted by legal representatives, may not have access to interpreters, and are likely to have complex health needs that impact upon their ability to participate fully in the RSD process. This is not helped by the fact that the PNG government is essentially building an RSD system from scratch and in haste.

65. It is therefore not surprising that UNHCR has significant concerns about the capacity and capability of RSD officers in PNG, particularly given the ‘very complex’ nature of the cases and the withdrawal of mentoring or oversight by experienced decision-makers. At the time of its visit to Manus Island in October 2013, there were only two or three RSD officers available to conduct assessments. This is wholly inadequate when there are over 1,000 asylum seekers waiting to have their protection claims assessed.

66. We echo UNHCR’s grave doubts about the capacity of the PNG government to conduct RSD in a fair, efficient or effective manner. The fact that to date, no RSD decision has been handed down, underlines this point.

67. While faster processing is of course desirable, we are concerned that asylum claims may not be examined sufficiently rigorously if decisions are to be handed down within a month, as was recently suggested by the Australian Prime Minister. We are also concerned at his suggestion that most of the asylum seekers on Manus Island are unlikely to be determined to be refugees, since this may bias decision-makers and result in refugees being sent back to persecution and significant harms, in violation of international law.

4.1.7 Vulnerable groups

68. Another concern is the absence of specific support for vulnerable persons, including survivors of torture and trauma, children, illiterate asylum seekers and those with learning difficulties and disabilities. Further, deteriorating mental health problems also need to be addressed through specific procedures.

---

88 Ibid [31].
89 Ibid [33].
90 Ibid 2.
92 Ibid.
94 ‘UNHCR Monitoring Visit to Manus Island, Papua New Guinea’, above n 5, Rec C.
95 Amnesty International, above n 5, 65.
96 ‘UNHCR Monitoring Visit to Manus Island, Papua New Guinea’, above n 5, [108].
69. In contrast, in Australia the Refugee Review Tribunal has guidelines on dealing with vulnerable asylum seekers, and the need to adopt special procedures in relation to them. For example, decision-makers should obtain expert medical advice before examining those with mental health problems including survivors of torture and trauma, lighten the burden of proof, and make greater efforts to obtain external evidence. Illiterate asylum seekers should be given access to a person who can explain the process and any relevant documents to them.

70. Although we understand that children are not currently being held on Manus Island, we note that there are plans to send them there once a new facility has been completed. We agree with UNHCR that children should not be processed on Manus Island because it is an unsuitable environment for them. However, if they are to be processed there, special procedures must be applied in order to comply with Australia’s obligations under the Convention on the Rights of the Child. These procedures should include, for example, appointment of an adult to represent the child’s best interests (including in all interviews), access to legal advice, priority in processing, and special consideration of their particular circumstances as children.

4.1.8 Complementary protection and statelessness

71. We also share UNHCR’s concern that there is currently no procedure in PNG to address complementary protection claims, notwithstanding assurances to the contrary in the Memorandum of Understanding between Australia and PNG. Complementary protection reflects States’ obligations under CAT and the ICCPR to ensure that asylum seekers are not sent to places where they face a real risk of being arbitrarily deprived of life, or exposed to torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. Australian law mandates that if asylum seekers are found not to be Convention refugees, their claims are assessed against the complementary protection criteria. If such an assessment does not occur in PNG, then both Australia and PNG risk violating international law.

---
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102 UN Committee on the Rights of the Child (CRC), ‘General Comment No. 6 (2005): Treatment of Unaccompanied and Separated Children Outside Their Country of Origin’ UN Doc CRC/GC/2005/6, 1 September 2005 [68]–[72].
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104 *Migration Act 1958* (Cth) s 36(2A). There is, however, a pending Bill proposing to repeal this legislation: *Migration Amendment (Regaining Control Over Australia’s Protection Obligations) Bill 2013*. 
72. Further, there are no arrangements in place to fulfil Australia’s obligations in respect of stateless persons,\textsuperscript{105} under the 1954 Convention on the Status of Stateless Persons\textsuperscript{106} and the 1961 Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness.\textsuperscript{107} These obligations include: protection from expulsion other than on grounds of national security or public order; the right of freedom of movement; the right to identity papers and travel documents; obligations to facilitate naturalization and the grant of nationality; and restrictions on deprivation of nationality. Although PNG, unlike Australia, is not a party to the statelessness treaties, Australia remains responsible under international law for any breaches that may be occasioned as a result of its transfer of asylum seekers to PNG.

4.2 Assessing fairness of procedures

73. Difficulties in assessing the fairness of RSD procedures in PNG are compounded by lack of access to asylum seekers on Manus Island and the limited public information available. Limited access – and therefore accountability – remains a significant concern of offshore processing.

74. However, one proxy for determining the fairness of procedures is to compare refugee recognition rates for particular ethnic/national groups on Manus Island to similar cohorts of asylum seekers who have been processed in Australia. The following table suggests that it is very likely that the majority of asylum seekers on Manus Island are Convention refugees and not ‘economic migrants’, as some politicians have asserted.

\textsuperscript{105} UNHCR Monitoring Visit to Manus Island, Papua New Guinea’, above n 5, Rec I.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country of origin</th>
<th>Number on Manus Island, 26 Oct 2013</th>
<th>Finally determined visa grant rates – Australia, 2012-2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>503</td>
<td>91.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afghanistan</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>90.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iraq</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>91.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>80.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stateless</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>91.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>42.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>19.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>63.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nepal</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myanmar</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>89.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syria</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>97.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>78.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Finally determined grant rates by top 20 countries of citizenship (primary and review processes completed, 2012-2013, non-illegal maritime arrival), Department of Immigration and Citizenship, Asylum Statistics Australia, June 2013. The table excludes asylum-seekers on Manus Island from countries which were not in the top 20 countries of citizenship, including Sudan (83), Somalia (14), Vietnam (3), Albania, Algeria and Kuwait (one each).

5 Resettlement

Summary: Resettlement of Convention refugees in PNG is unlikely to result in durable solutions, given past experiences. There are also risks of other breaches of international law involved in resettlement on PNG.

5.1 Durable solutions

75. While the focus of this submission has been the conditions of detention and the inadequacy of RSD processes in PNG, a longer-term concern of processing asylum seekers in PNG relates to resettlement. Resettlement in PNG is unlikely to offer a durable solution for those recognized as refugees.

76. Unlike Australia, PNG is not a country of immigration. It does not have a history of accepting refugees or migrants, and it does not have the services or support that are necessary to enable refugees to integrate into the community. The Australian Government has made few public statements about the plans for support once the refugees are resettled.

77. Reflecting on nearly 30 years of experience working with Melanesian and non-Melanesian refugees, UNHCR has stated that ‘sustainable integration of non-Melanesian refugees in the socio-economic and cultural life of PNG will raise formidable challenges’, and ‘UNHCR has been obliged to remove ‘non-Melanesian’ refugees for resettlement to third countries, including Australia, precisely because of severe limitations of finding safe and effective durable solutions in PNG itself.’\(^{108}\)

78. In particular, we echo UNHCR’s concerns that:

\(^{108}\) ‘UNHCR Monitoring Visit to Manus Island, Papua New Guinea’, above n 5, [122].
• Most asylum seekers currently in PNG are Muslims, while the vast majority of PNG citizens are Christians. This is likely to cause difficulties in integration and the ability of refugees to exercise freedom of religion.109
• Employment opportunities are likely to be very limited, given the kinship and affiliation systems in place in PNG; challenging economic conditions; and a lack of support for the recognition of overseas qualifications. 110
• There is no clarity as to the rights of family reunification for recognized refugees.111

5.2 Groups potentially subject to persecution in PNG

79. There also remains the risk that some asylum seekers are at risk of persecution in PNG itself. For example, PNG’s continued criminalization of homosexuality places lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender or intersex individuals (LGBTI) at risk.112 Amnesty International reported that fear of persecution was inhibiting such people from making claims based on sexuality, and these fears were ‘even more pronounced because detention centre staff have warned them that any consensual sexual conduct between detainees will be reported to Papua New Guinea police for prosecution’.113

80. While this group of asylum seekers raises obvious protection concerns, there may be other groups at risk of persecution in PNG. For example, PNG has very high rates of domestic violence, and Australia has accepted refugee claims from PNG women who have suffered such abuse. Transferring asylum seekers to PNG without assessing such risks means that Australia may directly breach its non-refoulement obligations.

6 Offshore processing

Summary: Australia’s policy of offshore processing creates real risks of multiple violations of international obligations, including non-refoulement obligations, obligations not to penalise refugees for illegal entry, arbitrary deprivation of liberty and unjustified restrictions on freedom of movement, and cruel inhuman or degrading treatment.

81. Finally, we urge this Inquiry to recognize that Australia’s policy of offshore processing creates risks of multiple violations of Australia’s international legal obligations. Some of these are summarized briefly below.

6.1 Non-refoulement

82. As already discussed, Australia, as a party to the Refugee Convention, the ICCPR and CAT is prohibited from sending people to countries – including third countries – where they are at risk of persecution, death, torture, or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.

83. The offshore processing policy creates multiple risks that these obligations may be breached, including as a result of:

109 Ibid [124].
110 Ibid.
111 Ibid [125].
112 Ibid [123].
113 Amnesty International, above n 5, 7.
- Transferring asylum seekers at risk of persecution or other forms of significant harm in the offshore processing country itself, such as LGBTI individuals (discussed above);
- Inadequate RSD procedures in offshore processing countries, meaning that Convention refugees and those in need of complementary protection may not be properly identified and protected (discussed above);
- Inappropriately promoting so-called ‘voluntary returns’, with the result of pressuring refugees to return to persecution;\textsuperscript{114}
- Transferring asylum seekers to conditions that are themselves cruel, inhuman or degrading.

6.2 Penalization of refugees arriving irregularly

84. Article 31 of the Refugee Convention requires States not to impose penalties on refugees who arrive ‘without authorisation, provided they present themselves without delay to the authorities and show good cause for their illegal entry or presence’. The policy of offshore processing violates this obligation as it targets those who arrive irregularly by boat.

6.3 Arbitrary deprivation of liberty

85. The right to liberty is enshrined in article 9 of the ICCPR and (subject to exceptions) in article 42(1) of the PNG Constitution. Regrettably, PNG recently amended the Constitution to exempt from this constitutional protection those detained on Manus Island.\textsuperscript{115} Nevertheless, PNG (and Australia) remain responsible under international law for arbitrary deprivations of liberty.

86. The UN Human Rights Committee has observed that while detention of asylum seekers is not arbitrary \textit{per se},

the detention must be justified as reasonable, necessary and proportionate in light of the circumstances, and reassessed as it extends in time. Asylum-seekers who unlawfully enter a State party’s territory may be detained for a brief initial period in order to document their entry, record their claims, and determine their identity if it is in doubt. To detain them further while their claims are being resolved would be arbitrary absent particular reasons specific to the individual, such as an individualized likelihood of absconding, danger of crimes against others, or risk of acts against national security. The decision must consider relevant factors case-by-case, and not be based on a mandatory rule for a broad category; must take into account less invasive means of achieving the same ends, such as reporting obligations, sureties, or other conditions to prevent absconding; and must be subject to periodic reevaluation and judicial review. Children may be deprived of liberty only as a measure of last resort and for the shortest appropriate period of time, taking into account their best interests as a primary consideration with regard to the duration and conditions of detention. Decisions regarding the detention of adult migrants must

also take into account the effect of the detention on their mental health. Any necessary detention should take place in appropriate, sanitary, non-punitive facilities, and should not take place in prisons. The inability of a State party to carry out the expulsion of an individual does not justify indefinite detention.116

87. The current arrangements on Manus Island constitute arbitrary detention that is inconsistent with international law.117

6.4 Freedom of movement

88. The right to freedom of movement is enshrined in article 12 of the ICCPR, article 26 of the Refugee Convention (for those lawfully in the territory) and in section 52 of the PNG Constitution (for citizens only).

89. In its 2013 report, UNHCR concluded that there is no genuine freedom of movement for asylum seekers detained on Manus Island.118 Even movement within the compound in which they are held is highly regulated.119

6.5 Conditions of detention

90. As already noted, conditions of detention themselves may violate the prohibition on torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment contained in article 7 of the ICCPR. Further, both UNHCR and Amnesty's reports suggest that multiple other violations may have occurred as a result of detention conditions, including:

- Right to security (for example, the absence of policies and procedures on bullying, harassment or sexual assault);120
- Freedom of religion (for example, the lack of Muslim religious leaders, and culturally inappropriate facilities);121
- Right to family life (for example, the inability to contact family members, and the prospect of separation from their families in the long term);122
- Rights of those with disabilities123 and children124 (for example, failures to provide assistance to those with disabilities and to ensure adequate age assessment to prevent detention of children).

116 UN Human Rights Committee, ‘Draft General Comment No. 35, Article 9: Liberty and Security of Person’, above n 38, [18].
117 ‘UNHCR Monitoring Visit to Manus Island, Papua New Guinea’, above n 5, [74], [80].
118 Ibid [73].
120 Ibid 48, 50.
121 ‘UNHCR Monitoring Visit to Manus Island, Papua New Guinea’, above n 5, [95]–[96]; Amnesty International, above n 5, 47.
7 Conclusion

91. This submission has outlined the numerous problems involved with offshore processing, and the specific ways in which it contributed to the incidents on Manus Island. We urge the Inquiry to consider this broader underlying context when examining the causes of those incidents.

92. We thank the Senate Legal and Constitutional Affairs References Committee for the opportunity to make this submission, and would be happy to provide further assistance upon request.
Factsheet
Offshore Processing on Manus Island and Nauru: A Synthesis of Reports by UNHCR and Amnesty International

Manus Island

In August 2012, the Gillard Labor Government passed legislation reinstating offshore processing. On 21 November 2012, the first group of asylum seekers was transferred to Manus Island. UNHCR visited the processing centre on Manus Island in January, June and October 2013, and Amnesty International visited the processing centre in November 2013. Their findings are outlined below.

Physical conditions

The Manus Island processing centre is located at a PNG defence force base, about 40 minutes’ drive from the main town of Lorengau. The centre is divided into ‘compounds’ which house asylum seekers, each compound being patrolled by security guards. When entering and leaving each compound, asylum seekers must sign in and out, and must always be accompanied by a guard. During UNHCR’s visit in January, the processing centre was described as ‘temporary’, having been established ‘pending more permanent accommodation’. However, it was later made known to UNHCR, during its visit in October, that a new processing centre, which was under construction at a site near Lorengau, was not intended to house all asylum seekers transferred to Manus Island, but only families and children, and perhaps also recognised refugees.

In January, UNHCR found that asylum seekers were being held in ‘harsh’ conditions on Manus Island, where the ‘hot and humid weather made the temporary accommodation very uncomfortable’. Single adult males were held in ‘four metre by four metre canvas tents’, each housing five men. Some of the men were living in conditions described by UNHCR as ‘deplorable’. Families were held in “dongas”, similar to shipping containers, which are around three metres by three metres. Parents expressed concern that ‘their children could hear threats from some single adult males of self-harm, angry voices and discussions, and the general noise from the neighbouring compound’ (which, at the time of UNHCR’s visit, was housing a group of single adult males who were protesting).

Although some improvements were observed by UNHCR during its second visit in June, the physical conditions of the processing centre remained ‘harsh’ and ‘essentially unchanged’ since its visit in January. By October, asylum seekers were no longer being housed in tents, but rather ‘hard-walled structures’. However, by this time, the number of asylum seekers had swelled to 1093 (from 302 in June), following the announcement of the Regional Resettlement Arrangement between Australia and PNG on 19 July 2013. Amnesty International reported that in November 2013, the processing centre housed just over 1,100 asylum seekers. They were allocated across the three main compounds, known as Delta, Foxtrot and Oscar. A new compound, known as Mike, was being constructed and close to completion at the time of Amnesty International’s visit.

Asylum seekers expressed a number of concerns about their living conditions, including overcrowding, lack of privacy, and extreme heat and humidity. Amnesty International expressed particular concern about the ‘P Dorm’ in Foxtrot Compound, which ‘stood out as the worst accommodation in the facility’.
'P Dorm is a hangar-shaped World War II-era building approximately 40 metres long and four to five metres wide, with a low, curved corrugated metal roof. It sleeps 112 men on 56 sets of bunk beds arranged with no more than 20 centimetres between each. Two large free-standing fans were in use when we visited at the front of the room, but there was no air flow to the back of the building. The smell is overwhelmingly bad and the heat is stifling. There are no windows. Asylum seekers reported finding snakes in the room and flooding when it rained.'

The discomfort caused by crowded conditions is exacerbated by the tropical climate on Manus Island, where the temperature lies between 30 and 40 degrees Celsius, humidity is high, and the weather can vary from 'intense sunshine' to 'heavy downpours'. According to Amnesty International, there is little protection from the elements:

'Asylum seekers reported spending between one and five hours a day queuing for meals, for the canteen, for toilets and showers, and while waiting to be collected at the gates for interviews and medical appointments. There is almost no shade to protect people from the sun, heat, or rain, particularly in Oscar Compound …

When it rains, the camp smells strongly of sewage, particularly in Foxtrot Compound and near the entrance to the detention centre. Some detainees expressed concern at not having shoes or umbrellas, particularly when the weather is bad and it rains.'

Asylum seekers also expressed distress about being given insufficient access to phone and internet facilities to contact their family overseas.

Health care

The adequacy of health care facilities on Manus Island is also a major concern. In January 2013, UNHCR reported:

'A large number of asylum-seekers who spoke to UNHCR expressed concern about the amount of time they had to wait for an appointment, and other disputes regarding appropriate treatment. Due to restrictions on freedom of movement, asylum-seekers need to be transported from their compound to the clinic by G4S, and some asylum-seekers raised concerns that they are unable to directly approach the clinic when health issues arise. Some complained that “to get a Panadol for a headache” you had to make a request and wait up to three days (by which time the headache was gone).'

Little seems to have improved. In October 2013, asylum seekers expressed concern to UNHCR about:

'a) their deteriorating physical as well as mental health;
b) the limited medical services available;
c) respiratory concerns that were exacerbated due to the hot and humid conditions;
d) the time it took to access medical treatment; and
e) the limited medication they were issued with.'

In November 2013, Amnesty International reported that it was ‘concerned that the medical facility within the camp is unable to cope with the growing demand for health and mental health services’. Asylum seekers expressed a number of concerns:

‘A number of detainees raised concerns that sometimes it takes between three and 10 days to receive a medical appointment after submitting a request [for an appointment]. Some felt that they needed to make several requests in order to be taken seriously and many complained that water and paracetamol was common treatment. The lack of ability
to self-administer paracetamol for headaches or antiseptic cream for minor cuts means asylum seekers … often have to seek many appointments for even basic medical care. One doctor commented on the absurdity of requiring people to return to medical appointments several times to receive medication.  

Medical staff on Manus Island also expressed concern about the adequacy of health care at the Manus Island processing centre. According to Amnesty International, medical staff ‘expressed frustration at the lack of response from Australian authorities to basic requests which would improve health and sanitation within the camp’.  

They also ‘expressed frustration that when certain conditions could not be treated in the centre, requests for transfer had been ignored’. Moreover, medical personnel were ‘clearly frustrated that people are deprived of activities or mental stimulation, which is escalating mental health problems within the detention centre’.

Detention

Harsh physical conditions aside, the arbitrary nature of the detention of asylum seekers on Manus Island is disquieting. According to UNHCR:

‘The current PNG policy and practice of detaining all asylum-seekers at the closed [processing centre], on a mandatory and open-ended basis without an assessment as to the necessity and proportionality of the purpose of such detention in the individual case, and without being brought promptly before a judicial or other independent authority for review of that decision amounts, in UNHCR’s assessment, to arbitrary detention that is inconsistent with international law.’

Amnesty International similarly reported:

‘Asylum seekers are detained in the absence of any individualised assessment of the need for detention, with no definite date for their release, apparently without any framework in Papua New Guinea for their detention, and no clear means to seek review of the lawfulness of their detention. The result is arbitrary detention, prohibited by customary international law and by treaties to which both Australia and Papua New Guinea are party.’

RSD

From the perspective of asylum seekers on Manus Island, there seems to be no end in sight to their plight. Although the transfer of asylum seekers to Manus Island commenced in October 2012, the processing of their refugee claims had not yet started at the time of UNHCR’s visit in January 2013, and there was moreover no indication of when such processing would start. This was causing significant distress among asylum seekers:

‘Asylum-seekers expressed varying degrees of confusion to UNHCR over the processing arrangements that would apply to them in PNG. Most advised that the information they received upon arrival about how and when the process would begin was limited and confusing, and many expressed frustration that no one at the Centre would provide them with adequate answers.’

In June 2013, UNHCR welcomed the commencement of RSD processing on Manus Island. However, in June as well as October, asylum seekers continued to express confusion and anxiety about the processing arrangements that would apply to them. Such concerns were also reported by asylum seekers to Amnesty International: 
‘By far the most frequent complaint, and the one detainees almost universally regarded as the most serious, was that they have been left in uncertainty – about the timetable for Refugee Status Determination hearings and decisions on those hearings, about how long they would remain in detention, about where they would live and work in Papua New Guinea if they were accepted as refugees, about the culture and other aspects of life in Papua New Guinea, about their fate in every respect. Virtually all have family members – parents, spouses or partners, and/or children – in the countries from which they fled, and many expressed anguish at the prospect of being detained indefinitely and remaining powerless to safeguard their families’ well-being.’

Contributing to this uncertainty is the questionable capacity of PNG officials to undertake fair and timely refugee status determination on Manus Island. In October 2013, UNHCR expressed concern that ‘there is no clear and adequate legal or regulatory framework for conducting RSD in PNG’. Moreover, UNHCR reported:

‘UNHCR has serious concerns about the RSD capacity and capability currently available to the Government of PNG to process, in an efficient and timely manner, the asylum-seekers who have arrived, and will continue to arrive, at the [processing centre]. In this regard, UNHCR notes with concern that as of 28 October 2013, of the 1,093 asylum-seekers who were at the [processing centre] during UNHCR’s visit, only about 160 had been able to lodge applications for asylum and only 55 had received RSD interviews.’

Children

During UNHCR’s visit in January, there were 34 children on Manus Island. UNHCR expressed particular concern about their welfare:

‘Asylum-seekers and service providers expressed concerns to UNHCR that the on-going restrictions on freedom of movement may have a long-term impact on the psychosocial health and development of the children. Some service providers report that children are showing signs of the trauma of both their boat journey to Australia and the on-going detention on Manus Island, as well as the worries and stresses being expressed by their parents “rubbing off” on them and causing additional anxiety in the children.’

By October, UNHCR found that children and families had been transferred back to Australia, although there were plans to move them back to Manus Island in 2014, once construction of the new processing centre had been completed. UNHCR expressed its ‘firm view that children and families should not be transferred to PNG’.

Amnesty International reported that the Manus Island processing centre ‘housed at least three children under the age of 18 until just before our visit in mid-November 2013, reportedly as the result of an administrative error’. They were kept in a separate area of the processing centre. Two were sent to Christmas Island on 9 November 2013, and the third was transferred to the general population when he was determined by the Department of Immigration to have turned 18 (although he said that he would not be 18 for another year). Amnesty International also met with three other asylum seekers who had been determined by the Department of Immigration to be over 18, although they said that they were between 15 and 17 years of age. According to Amnesty International:

‘The treatment of their cases raises serious concerns about the age assessment procedures employed by Australia’s Department of Immigration and Border Protection (DIBP). Particularly since early September, with the introduction of a new rule that asylum seekers must be transferred to Papua New Guinea within 48 hours of arrival on Christmas Island, initial assessments are made within a short time frame and thus appear to rely heavily on observations of physical appearance.’
Amnesty International also expressed concern that children were not being given the benefit of the doubt by the Department of Immigration, contrary to international standards. Poor age assessments are problematic because they may have the effect of depriving children of the special care and treatment which is required to be accorded to them under international law.

**Return-oriented environment**

Asylum seekers on Manus Island are given the option of returning to their country of origin. Although UNHCR expressed its support for assisted voluntary returns, it also questioned whether asylum seekers’ decisions to return to their home country could be characterised as truly ‘voluntary’, given the ‘pervasive climate [on Manus Island] which places an emphasis on promoting return’.

‘When responding to asylum-seekers concerns and complaints, some asylum-seekers reported that they are told that they can return if they are dissatisfied. In particular, one asylum-seeker shared with UNHCR a letter received from a service provider agency advising that: “if you are not pleased with the current processing arrangement, we can put you in touch with IOM [International Organization for Migration] who may assist you with return to your country of origin”.

One asylum seeker on Manus Island reportedly told Amnesty International:

‘Every day, I hear about returning 70 times a day for the last four months. On top of that, every gathering we get told to return or you will stay in PNG.’

Such pressure to return may result in *refolement*. According to UNHCR:

‘[S]ome asylum-seekers at the [processing centre] who may be *bona fide* refugees, or in need of complementary protection, may contemplate a return to their country of origin as a result of the combined uncertainty around processing in PNG, the prospect of lengthy delays in accessing a permanent solution, the harsh conditions, and the prospect of settling in PNG where there are high levels of insecurity and significant challenges around local integration.’

**Durable solutions**

Both UNHCR and Amnesty International expressed concern about the obstacles to the successful resettlement of refugees in PNG. According to UNHCR, ‘sustainable integration of non-Melanesian refugees in the socio-economic and cultural life of PNG will raise formidable challenges and protection concerns’.

One issue is that homosexuality is criminalised in PNG. According to Amnesty International:

‘Gay men expressed considerable fear about resettlement in Papua New Guinea, where same-sex sexual conduct is criminalised and police abuse against gay and transgender people is common. Several of the men with whom we spoke were apprehensive about disclosing their sexual orientation during their Refugee Status Determination interviews even when it was a basis for their refugee claim. Their fears were even more pronounced because detention centre staff have warned them that any consensual sexual conduct between detainees will be reported to Papua New Guinea police for prosecution.’
Other issues relate to religion, access to education and employment, and the availability of social support in PNG. According to UNHCR:

‘[T]he vast majority of PNG citizens are Christians, meaning that there is likely to be little community understanding of Islam and few places of worship available to Muslims. UNHCR also notes that currently, non-Melanesian refugees in PNG are unable to access State education and employment. Even if these barriers are overcome, in addition to finding employment, the PNG “wantok” system of kinship and affiliation is not likely to provide any real measure of security for non-Melanesian refugees from outside the region. In PNG society, challenging economic conditions and a lack of support for the recognition of overseas qualifications is expected to make attainment of meaningful employment extremely difficult for refugees in PNG.’

**Conclusion**

In October 2013, UNHCR reported:

‘Overall, UNHCR was deeply troubled to observe that the current policies, operational approaches and harsh physical conditions at the [processing centre] do not comply with international standards and in particular:

a) constitute arbitrary and mandatory detention under international law;
b) do not provide a fair, efficient and expeditious system for assessing refugee claims;
c) do not provide safe and humane conditions of treatment in detention; and
d) do not provide for adequate and timely solutions for refugees.

In November 2013, Amnesty International reported:

‘The combined effect of the conditions of detention on Manus Island, the open-ended nature of that detention, and the uncertainty about their fates to which detainees are subjected amounts to cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment or punishment. Moreover, some conditions of detention, particularly the housing of detainees in P Dorm, on their own violate the prohibition on torture and other ill-treatment.’
NAURU

The transfer of asylum seekers to Nauru commenced in September 2012. Amnesty International visited the processing centre on Nauru in November 2012, and UNHCR visited the processing centre in December 2012, March and October 2013. Their findings are examined below.

Physical conditions

The processing centre on Nauru is located in the centre of Nauru on a phosphate plateau, away from the coast, where most of the Nauruan population resides. In late 2012, both Amnesty International and UNHCR reported that asylum seekers were being housed in tents serving as temporary accommodation pending the construction of more permanent facilities on Nauru. UNHCR described the conditions as ‘harsh, with little natural shelter from the heat during the day, which is exacerbated by all the challenges arising from residing in a construction zone, including significant noise and dust’. UNHCR described the conditions as ‘harsh, with little natural shelter from the heat during the day, which is exacerbated by all the challenges arising from residing in a construction zone, including significant noise and dust’.59 Amnesty International reported the processing centre to be:

‘totally inappropriate and ill-equipped, with 387 men cramped into 5 rows of leaking tents, suffering from physical and mental ailments – creating a climate of anguish as the repressively hot monsoon season begins’.60

In March 2013, UNHCR noted ‘a significant improvement to conditions as a result of the construction of the more permanent purpose-built accommodation which was more suitable for the climatic conditions, and which replaced the original tents seen at the time of UNHCR’s December 2012 visit’.61

However, due to riots which took place on 19 July 2013, substantial damage was caused to the buildings on Nauru. During its visit in October 2013, UNHCR reported that the purpose-built accommodation was ‘largely destroyed’.62 Single adult men were being held in tent compounds, with no fans, little privacy, and insufficient toilet and shower facilities.63 Families, children and single adult women were being held in vinyl marquees, each housing several families, with individual family areas separated by vinyl partitions.64 UNHCR reported that these were ‘cramped conditions, with very little privacy, in very hot conditions, with some asylum-seekers sleeping on mattresses on the ground’.65

According to UNHCR:

‘[T]he conditions at the [processing centre], coupled with the protracted period spent there by some asylum-seekers, raise serious issues about their compatibility with international human rights law, including the prohibition against torture and cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment (article 7, ICCPR), the right to humane conditions in detention (article 10, ICCPR) and the right to family life and privacy (article 17, ICCPR).’66

Health care

In December 2012, UNHCR found that there were ‘limited facilities in Nauru to manage medical health issues’.67 Health facilities continue to be limited on Nauru. During UNHCR’s visit in October 2013, asylum seekers raised concerns about a number of issues with UNHCR, including:

‘a) lack of adequate medical facilities, including for heart conditions, dental issues and, in one case, to address a metal plate embedded in one person’s leg;
b) hygiene issues – many complained of skin conditions and other infections, including parasites and lice;
c) lack of a gynaecologist for the women;
d) lack of access to x-rays and other medical equipment; and
e) limited access to medication.68

Adequacy of medical facilities aside, it is problematic that the detention environment itself is contributing to mental health problems among asylum seekers. During its visit in November 2012, Amnesty International reported:

‘Nine men in the camp are confirmed to be on hunger strike, many more claim they are on one. One hunger striker, Ormid, has not eaten for over 40 days. He told the [Amnesty International] delegation that he has lost 19 kilograms but that “my psychological condition is even worse than my physical one”. Many of the men stated that they felt their only option was starting or returning to a hunger strike, or attempt self-harm or suicide. During the visit one man tried to hang himself from a tent pole. The man who pulled him down told Amnesty International that he had lost hope for any justice from Australia after hearing the news that post-13 August, asylum seekers would be released into the Australian community.69

In October 2013, UNHCR found that:

‘the morale of asylum-seekers [is] extremely low as a result of uncertainty over and delays in processing and their futures, combined with the harsh conditions within the mandatory detention framework currently prevailing’.70

Such observations are supported by views expressed by medical and security staff, who informed UNHCR that:

‘the sense of injustice [being transferred to Nauru, while other asylum seekers were not], along with the hot and crowded detention conditions, a sense of isolation and abandonment, and a lack of information and clarity about their processing and future prospects, has led to widespread depression’.71

Detention

Both Amnesty International and UNHCR have reported that asylum seekers are subject to arbitrary detention on Manus Island, contrary to international law.72 UNHCR found that:

‘The current Nauru policy and practice of detaining all asylum-seekers at the closed [processing centre] on a mandatory and open-ended basis, without an individualized assessment as to the necessity, reasonableness and proportionality of the purpose of such detention amounts to arbitrary detention that is inconsistent with international law.’73

Amnesty International expressed similar views and further found that:

‘the combination of no refugee processing, implementation of the “no advantage rule” and harsh detention conditions, amounts to a clear penalty for seeking asylum by boat. This contravenes article 31 of the 1951 UN Refugee Convention.74

RSD

Processing of refugee claims on Manus Island only commenced in March 2013, although asylum seekers had been sent there from September 2012.75 Although acknowledging that
the legal framework for refugee status determination in Nauru was ‘sound’, UNHCR expressed concern about delays in processing during its visit in October 2013:

‘UNHCR considers the delays in processing and handing down decisions for asylum-seekers, some who have been on Nauru since September 2012, to be unacceptable. It is of deep concern that only one claim for refugee status has been finally determined in the 14 months since asylum-seekers were initially transferred to the [processing centre], and this was in an exceptional case of an unaccompanied minor who was being transferred back to Australia.’

**Children**

During UNHCR’s visit in October 2013, there were 95 children detained at Nauru. UNHCR expressed significant concern about this:

‘At the time of UNHCR’s visit, children were in closed detention, in difficult conditions, without access to adequate educational and recreational facilities, and with a lack of a durable solution within a reasonable timeframe.

On the basis of the harsh conditions at the [processing centre], UNHCRs view is that the current facilities and arrangements in place are inappropriate for the support and protection of children. Any transfer of [unaccompanied and separated children] would be highly inappropriate.

According to UNHCR, ‘no child, whether an unaccompanied child or within a family group, should be transferred from Australia to Nauru.’

**Return-oriented environment**

Both Amnesty International and UNHCR, although supporting the right of asylum seekers to voluntarily return to their home countries, expressed their concern about pressures on asylum seekers to return home, because of the conditions on Nauru.

UNHCR expressed its deep concern about a ‘pervasive climate [on Nauru] which places an overt emphasis on promoting return’. Problematically, this could lead to *refoulement*:

‘[S]ome asylum-seekers at the [processing centre] who may be *bona fide* refugees, or in need of complementary protection, may contemplate a return to their country of origin as a result of the combined uncertainty around processes in Nauru, the prospect of lengthy delays in accessing a permanent solution, the harsh conditions, and the lack of the prospect of a durable solution.’

According to Amnesty International:

‘A number of men reported that they were considering returning home, despite still fearing for their safety. At least one man stated that he may have to return in order to protect his family, but would be forced to flee again this time taking his family with him.

**Durable solutions**

On 19 July 2013, the Australian Government announced its policy that asylum seekers arriving by boat would not be settled in Australia if found to be refugees.

UNHCR has expressed concern about the resulting uncertainty about durable solutions for asylum seekers on Nauru who arrived after 19 July 2013:
‘The 3 August [Memorandum of Understanding between Australia and Nauru] envisages that some refugees may be able to settle in Nauru, although it is not clear from the formal arrangements whether Nauru is committed, or even capable of, offering long term and durable solutions to those to whom it owes protection under the 1951 Refugee Convention.’

The capacity of Nauru to accommodate refugees is questionable. According to UNHCR:

‘The current socio-economic and demographic identity in Nauru makes it very unlikely that recognized refugees will be able to find a sustainable, long term solution in Nauru itself.’

Conclusion

Following its visit to Nauru in October 2013, UNHCR reported:

‘[C]urrent policies, conditions and operational approaches at the [processing centre] do not comply with international standards and in particular:

a) constitute arbitrary and mandatory detention under international law;

b) despite a sound legal framework, do not provide a fair, efficient and expeditious system for assessing refugee claims;

c) do not provide safe and humane conditions of treatment in detention; and

d) do not provide for adequate and timely solutions for refugees.’
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